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watching a video of football rules on tv and i said i didn’t think they had rules like rugby in australia, then i thought maybe they did? here they are, or at least, some of them. two tackles, one person puts their arms around the other and they twist, then they’re pulled apart and they’re both down. if the attacker’s off side, it’s called a knock on. a knock on is a foul.
climbing of the 22 is similar to tackling and putting a player in the air. if a player are to climb the 22, and if they’re not fouled then they can jump and throw in for the goal. a free kick with the attacking team, has the advantage of the attacking team having a free shot at scoring, and with a free kick goal is worth 2 points. in rugby, a 50 / 50 is a free kick, the

defending team can either set a scrum, or they can pass, and if they pass it’s a forward pass. if the ball is passed to the other team then the try still counts. if you tell your team mates that the “tackles” are called rucks and the field is called a “mound”, then you’re talking about football.optical coherence tomography (oct) is an optical imaging technique that uses
low-coherence interferometry to measure the amplitude and phase of backscattered light from a sample with high resolution and high sensitivity. oct has been used in ophthalmology for clinical applications, such as, for instance, to determine the average cross-sectional thickness of the retina and the optic nerve. oct has also been used in cardiology for

morphological evaluation of plaque on the coronary arteries. oct is also being increasingly used in the areas of dentistry and medicine in general as a non-invasive, highly sensitive imaging modality. in general, light from a coherent light source, such as a superluminescent light emitting diode (sled) or superluminescent laser diode (slld), is focused on the sample.
some of the light that is reflected back from the sample is re-imaged onto the detector of an image sensing device, such as a camera. when the sample is moved relative to the coherent light source and detector, an a-scan of the sample is captured. by moving the sample and capturing a sequence of a-scans, a two-dimensional or a three-dimensional image of the
sample can be constructed. conventional approaches for implementing oct use the same light source to capture both the signal of the probe beam and the reference beam, which is also reflected from the sample. by using the same light source for both the signal and reference beam, the oct device may not be able to distinguish noise signal in the reference beam

from the probe beam. for example, noise in the reference beam may produce a diffraction pattern at a plane outside the sample that results in backscattered noise signal in the reference beam. in some cases, this may result in failure of the oct device.by rachel sullivan october 27, 2019 mr. 5ec8ef588b
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